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MASS
An installation by June Balthazard & Pierre Pauze 



Summary - Mass, a sculptural and video installation 
 

 

The video installation Mass is based on the legendary substance. This original 
matter, called Æther, has served as a backcloth for many creation myths, before 
finding an echo in the recent discoveries of quantum physics.   

June Balthazard and Pierre Pauze weave a story, between reality and science 
fiction, in which scientists from the Cern laboratory discuss the existence of an 
original and omnipresent substance. In a context of ecological upheaval, this 
fabric of the universe appears as the link that connects humans to nature.  

The narration is put in dialogue with a sculpture, that gives body to this 
mysterious substance. This biomimetic setting is a kind of Cosmos, of a surreal 
world, in which the protagonists of the video seem to live. The installation 
Mass is presented at the Taipei Biennial 2020, curated by Bruno Latour and 
Martin Guinard. 

June Balthazard & Pierre Pauze, Mass (video still), 2020. Courtesy of the artists. This work was originally 
commissioned by Hermès Horloger, Bienne, Switzerland.



The device - Mass, between physics and metaphysics 

 

 

 

The installation Mass, presented in a world 
premiere at the Taipei Biennial 2020, puts a 
narrative film and a sculpture in dialogue. The 
immersive experience, between reality and 
science fiction, unfolds in a video and 
scenographic environment, suggesting a 
theatre set. 

In the narrative film, June Balthazard and 
Pierre Pauze staged eminent scientists in 
their own roles: Chiara Mariotti (director of 
research at the CERN laboratory) and Michel 
Mayor (Nobel Prize in Astrophysics 2019). 
The story takes place in an imaginary world, in 
which a long-announced ecological disaster 
has occurred. In this tale of anticipation, 
humanity, plunged into a long night, faces an 
unprecedented crisis. While waiting for the 
dawn, scientists seek to understand this 
enigmatic natural phenomenon. The stretched 
night pushes them into existential questioning. 
They wonder about a vibratory substance 
which, in ancient beliefs as in the most 
current science, would be the link between 
mankind and nature.  

In the sculptural part, the artists deliver their 
version of a cosmos. The sculpture imitates 
elements of nature, like a model or a set. This 
imaginary landscape evokes pieces of 
planets. June Balthazard and Pierre Pauze 
have worked in an empirical way, filming the 
sculpture as a microcosm or laboratory. In 
particular, they filmed machines nested inside 
the sculpture, which animate matter thanks 
to vibrations. Through this sensory process, 
they gave a presence to the vibratory 
substance, normally invisible. 

The two films, presented side by side, put in 
co-presence the characters who are seeking 
for this substance and the substance that 
seems to take shape, animating matter in a 
supernatural way. the sculpture is exposed 
inactive, as a piece of archaeology or the 
trace of a lost world.   

After meeting at Le Fresnoy - Studio National, 
June Balthazard and Pierre Pauze developed a 
practice where they explore symbolic, fictional 
and real worlds, drawing on ancient sources 
and the most up-to-date scientific discoveries. 
They open up fields where everyone can 
experiment and project himself into a past, a 
present and a future, in a kind of retro 
archaeology of the future. 

Built around a substance depicted as a limit of 
matter, at the edge of the supernatural,  Mass 
escapes from rationality and sometimes go to 
myths and beliefs. For example, the 
videographers imagined that in this troubled 
context, some scientists would have retreated 
to caves to meditate on nature and the 
cosmos. The highlight of the project is a 
conversation that takes place in this symbolic 
place, linked to revelation in many traditions. In 
this way, the artists give to the whole 
installation a surrealist touch.
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1. June Balthazard & Pierre Pauze, Mass, 2020. Video installation, composite materials, variable sizes. Courtesy of the artists and Taipei Fine 
Arts Museum. This work was originally commissioned by Hermès Horloger, Bienne, Switzerland.



Note of Intent - Capturing a substance that binds us to nature 

The project was born out of a long process. 
The fact that we were born in the early 
1990s played a role. Our generation has 
always been aware of the current ecological 
crisis. It has been an integral part of the way 
we have built ourselves. 

In doing this project, we asked ourselves a 
lot of questions about how the ecological 
rhetoric, embedded into our lives, particularly 
through the alerts of the scientific community, 
has been able to change the way we think 
about the world.

Ecology raises profound questions. It 
interrogates the place of the human being 
in nature. For many philosophers, including 
Bruno Latour and Isabelle Stengers, 
keeping nature out of culture no longer 
makes sense today. We are aware of the 
porosity and interdependent relationships 
between humans and nature, in the light of 
a world where our destiny is undoubtedly 
intrinsic to it. 

This continuity between man and nature has 
long been formulated and has taken shape 
in a mysterious substance. Depicted in 
many creation myths, this fabric of the 
universe, which has put on several names 
through ages, including that of Ether, is a 
primordial matter that would permeate and 
unify everything. 

Men have competed to give a name to this 
signal. The Ether is originally a Greek deity, 
born of Darkness and Night and which 
engendered the Earth. More cautious spirits 
called it the Being or the Breath. In the wake 
of the monotheistic religions, matter was 
baptized The Substance of God. For others 
still, it is the vibration of the primordial Om, a 
pulsation that spreads throughout the 
universe. 

In any case, the ubiquitous substance would 
ensure a unifying role. In doing so, we would 
no longer be a mere aggregate of atoms, 
born of a chance encounter of particles in

in the void, but a whole organized and 
solidarized by a breath, by a matrix mass 
from which all the elements of nature would 
come from. Ether gives the image of a self-
organized world, of a cosmos. 

Our work is nourished as much by these 
founding myths as by the most recent 
scientific studies, since one of the major 
discoveries of this century curiously evokes 
the properties of Ether. This is the Higgs 
Boson, or Particle of God and its associated 
field, which were brought to light in 2012. This 
field, which developed and filled the 
universe at its origin, is what gives 
substance to matter. The main protagonist of 
the film, Chiara Mariotti, was in charge of the 
experience at the CERN laboratory. 
  
We think that the notion of ether can 
resonate today, beyond the topicality of this 
scientific discovery. The idea of a link 
between the earth, men and the sky speaks 
for itself in the context we live in. In the Mass 
installation, we wanted to highlight the shifts 
caused by the ecological crisis, which are 
taking place in a more unconscious way in 
the contemporary world. We also wanted to 
give a presence to this mysterious 
substance, putting us in search of an invisible 
point since, according to Heraclitus: "Nature 
likes to hide". 

June Balthazard & Pierre Pauze



Visuals - exhibition views 

 

June Balthazard & Pierre Pauze, Mass, 2020. 2-channel video, wood, foam, Polychoc, polyester resin, water paint, plaster, 
PMMA laminated, synthetic plants, bumper, steel, stage light, light stand, dimensions variable. Courtesy of the artists and 
Taipei Fine Arts Museum. This work was originally commissioned by Hermès Horloger, Bienne, Switzerland



 

June Balthazard & Pierre Pauze, Mass, 2020. 2-channel video, wood, foam, Polychoc, polyester resin, water paint, plaster, 
PMMA laminated, synthetic plants, bumper, steel, stage light, light stand, dimensions variable. Courtesy of the artists and 
Taipei Fine Arts Museum. This work was originally commissioned by Hermès Horloger, Bienne, Switzerland
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June Balthazard & Pierre Pauze, Mass, 2020. 2-channel video, wood, foam, Polychoc, polyester resin, water paint, plaster, 
PMMA laminated, synthetic plants, bumper, steel, stage light, light stand, dimensions variable. Courtesy of the artists and 
Taipei Fine Arts Museum. This work was originally commissioned by Hermès Horloger, Bienne, Switzerland



Visuals - screenshots 

 

 

June Balthazard & Pierre Pauze, Mass (stills), 2020. Courtesy of the artists. This work was originally commissioned by Hermès 
Horloger, Bienne, Switzerland



 

 

June Balthazard & Pierre Pauze, Mass (stills), 2020. Courtesy of the artists. This work was originally commissioned by Hermès 
Horloger, Bienne, Switzerland



Biography - June Balthazard and Pierre Pauze 

 

Since their meeting at Le Fresnoy in 2018, June Balthazard and Pierre Pauze  have been working 
together regularly. 

June Balthazard makes hybrid films. She confronts the documentary with forms more distant 
from reality. In this sense, her movies are imbued with a magical realism. Her work has been 
shown in museums such as the Taipei Fine Arts Museum, art centers such as Les Tanneries and 
La Ferme du Buisson, as well as in international festivals: the Melbourne International Film 
Festival in Australia, the Busan International Film Festival in South Korea, Go Short in the 
Netherlands, the RIDM in Canada or Visions du réel in Switzerland, where she received the 
Opening Scenes Award in 2018. 

Pierre Pauze develops installation and video protocols close to film culture. He won the ADAGP's 
Revelation Prize for Digital Art Video Art in 2019, the Agnes B Prize in 2016 and the Artagon Prize 
in 2015. His work has been exhibited in institutions such as the Grande Halle de la Villette, the 
Brownstone Foundation, the Carreau du temple and the Magasins généraux in Paris, and 
internationally in the Es Baluard Museum in Palma de Mallorca and the K Museum of 
Contemporary Art in Seoul. 

Their installation Mass is shown in world premiere at the Taipei Biennale 2020, curated by Bruno 
Latour and Martin Guinard Terrin. 

© Jean-François Deroubaix

https://www.junebalthazard.com/
https://www.pierrepauze.com/


World premiere - Taipei biennial 2020 

 

12th edition of the Taipei Biennale, “You and I don’t live on the same planet”   
— New Diplomatic Encounters 我跟你住在不同的星球：新外交 

The 12th edition of the Taipei Biennial is led by sociologist and philosopher of science Bruno 
Latour and independent curator Martin Guinard-Terrin. The event will continue the dialogue on 
geopolitical and geohistorical issues initiated at the 11th edition, which focused on the 
coexistence between man and his environment and the symbiotic relationships between different 
environments. The event takes place from November 21, 2020 to March 14, 2021. The 
installation Mass finds a particular echo in this exhibition, because of the protagonists 
questioning the very materiality of the world.   

“The expression ‘you and I don’t share the same vision of the world’ is a frequent figure of speech 
in political debates, whether in an official or informal setting. But the point is that today it is not 
merely a difference of ‘visions’ about a space that would be the same for everyone, but a 
question of ‘the material nature’ of the very world that we are talking about. Whereas in earlier 
times, geopolitics implied that there were different people with different interests fighting for 
territories that were parts of the same nature, today it is the composition of this very nature that 
is at stake. It does not take much time to realize how divided the different people of the Earth are 
as to what is the exact nature of their planet. It is clear, for instance, that Donald Trump and Greta 
Thunberg don’t live on the same planet!" Bruno Latour 

             

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oPVDw3FW7_s&t=232s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oPVDw3FW7_s&t=232s


Revue de presse 
 

 

Couverture du journal e-flux : https://www.e-flux.com/journal/114/367057/editorial-you-and-i-don-t-live-on-the-
same-planet/

https://www.e-flux.com/journal/114/367057/editorial-you-and-i-don-t-live-on-the-same-planet/
https://www.e-flux.com/journal/114/367057/editorial-you-and-i-don-t-live-on-the-same-planet/


 

 
 

 

Ocula : https://ocula.com/institutions/taipei-fine-arts-museum/artworks/june-balthazard-and-pierre-pauze/mass/

Hyperallergic : https://hyperallergic.com/602638/2020-taipei-biennial-launches-grand-opening/

https://hyperallergic.com/602638/2020-taipei-biennial-launches-grand-opening/
https://hyperallergic.com/602638/2020-taipei-biennial-launches-grand-opening/
https://ocula.com/institutions/taipei-fine-arts-museum/artworks/june-balthazard-and-pierre-pauze/mass/
https://ocula.com/institutions/taipei-fine-arts-museum/artworks/june-balthazard-and-pierre-pauze/mass/


 

 

http://balto.media/visuel/linstallation-mass-une-reflexion-philosophique-et-poetique-autour-de-lether-avec-june-
balthazard-pierre-pauze/

balto - jigsaw : http://balto.media/visuel/linstallation-mass-une-reflexion-philosophique-et-poetique-autour-de-
lether-avec-june-balthazard-pierre-pauze/
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https://arts.cern/article/taipei-biennial-2020

Arts at cern : https://arts.cern/article/taipei-biennial-2020

https://arts.cern/article/taipei-biennial-2020
https://arts.cern/article/taipei-biennial-2020


 

Magazine NON FICTION : https://www.nnfctn.net/

Chambre Fluide : https://www.chambrefluide.com/june-balthazard

https://www.chambrefluide.com/june-balthazard
https://www.chambrefluide.com/june-balthazard

